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An Introduction to DLD
and Oral Language

Supporting Children with Speech and Language Difficulties
at Home and School



Acknowledgement to Country

I would like to respectfully acknowledge the past, present and up and 
coming traditional custodians of this land, on which we are meeting, the 
Whadjuk Noongar people. 

It is a privilege to be standing here in Willage, a place known to be linked 
to the dreamtime of Emu for this area and a place of gathering ochre, on 
Whadjuk Noongar country. 

I also acknowledge the contributions of Aboriginal and non Aboriginal 
Australians to the education of all the children and people of this 
country.



Overview
• What is DLD?

• What is Oral Language?

• What is speech?

• Supporting Language 
Difficulties at school and 
home



What is 
DLD?

• Developmental Language Disorder

• Difficulty learning to talk and/or 
understand language

• Persists past the age of 5

• Cannot be explained by another 
diagnosis

• Five times more prevalent than 
autism 

• Affects approximately 2 chn in 
every class

• Considered a life long difficulty



Key Difficulties

Working 
Memory

Organisation Processing

Vocabulary Grammar Literacy

Behaviour and 
emotions



SALDA Video

RADLD

YOUTUBE1

SLI Video

https://salda.org.au/developmental-language-disorder-dld/fact-sheets/
https://www.youtube.com/user/RALLIcampaign
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAsf_Wqjz4g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pqu7w6t3Rmo


Language vs Speech

The production of 
sound using lips tongue 

and teeth and voice

Language refers to the spoken, 
written or other symbol system 

that is used to convey or 
understand meaning.  

(Holt & Spitz, 2000 ; Paul, 1995)

Hello 
Grandma



Expressive vs Receptive

Receptive Language
What we understand when  

we listen and read

Expressive Language
What we say when we speak 

and write





Components of Oral Language 
• Syntax – the way sentences are organised and put together

• Morphology – the way words are constructed with units of 
meaning (e.g. cats = cat+s)

• Semantics – words and the way they are used to communicate 
meaning

• Pragmatics – rules and conventions which govern social 
interactions

• Phonology – the sound structure of the spoken language



Vocabulary Difficulties



Semantic and Vocabulary Difficulties



What you might notice:
• Difficulty finding words

• Talking around the topic

• Non-specific vocabulary

• The use of the wrong word to express an idea 
(e.g. cauliflower - white broccoli, tractor -
lawn mower or fork truck)

• Poor comprehension of what is heard or read



What do we do at school to support?
• Teach semantic organisation skills

• Explicitly teach vocabulary

• Show connections

Labels
Functions
Attributes & Description
Similarities
Differences
Categorisation

Synonyms
Antonyms
Definitions
Multiple meanings
Word Relationships
Figurative language



Word Connections



• Involve your child in daily 
activities

– Cooking

– Washing

– Gardening

• Talk 

– Label objects you use

– About what objects are usef
for 

– The actions you and your child 
perform

Supporting at Home



Supporting at Home
• Play games with First Word 

Books or Simple Picture 
Dictionaries

• Name objects your child 
looks at or points to

• Name an object and take 
turns finding it

• Take turns giving clues (e.g. 
It has arms and you sit on 
it.) and guessing the object



• Share  storybooks

• Explain words in 
simple language

Supporting at Home



Grammar Difficulties



Here are two …Here is a wug.

Grammar 



Grammar supports comprehension

Splanking Ploddles hoggled homily with Brantles
Drime’s dashnip.

• How did Splanking Ploddles hoggle?

• What does Brantles Drimes have?

• Who was Ploddles friend?

• What was Ploddles first name?

• What is a dashnip

(Taken from Lynda Matthews, 2005)



What you might see:
• Sentences contain grammatical errors (e.g mixing 

he, she, him, her, leaving off word ending ing, ed,s)

• Words are said in the wrong order (e.g. Lunch I 
go?)

• Sentences are shorter

• Small words are omitted ( e.g. is, a, the)

• Lots of repetition and restarts

• Challenges with written language



How Grammar is supported at 
school:

• Provide visual supports – Colourful Semantics

• Modelling and recasting errors 

• Explicit teaching of grammar structures (e.g. 
pronouns)

• Provide sentence frames when they have 
difficulty responding  



• A tool for looking at sentence structure and meaning 
together

• Represents sentence-meaning relationships rather 
than parts of speech

• Uses colours and symbols to represent a word or 
group of words which have a particular function in 
the sentence (e.g. what the subject is doing).

is



Question Cod
e

Question Code

Who? When?

What Doing? How?

What? Why?

Where? Conjunction

Who to? Auxiliary Verb

What Like ? Whose?  (Possessive) 

Colourful Semantics



Visual Supports





Supporting At Home
Modelling and Recast

• Give the child the opportunity to hear the 
sound produced correctly WITHOUT:

– Overtly criticising
– Interrupting the flow of the interaction
– Detracting from the meaning of the 

child’s speech
– Getting in the way of the child’s listening



Recasting
Stimulates increased length and complexity of 

utterances in children

• Child speaks (and makes an error)
• Adult copies and corrects the error
• Highlighting contrasts
• Maintaining child’s original meaning
• Example: child - "It go there” 

adult - "Yes, it goes there“
http://speech-language-
therapy.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=71:modelling&catid=11:admin&Itemid=117



Is it an effective recast?

Child: That’s a bid bird.

Adult: Not a bid bird.
You have to remember
to say ‘big bird’, not “bid bird”.

Heard ‘bid’ two  times, and ‘big’ once (if they were even 
listening) 



Is it an effective recast?
Child: Him hurt him weg.

Adult: Hurt him weg?

What are you supposed to say?

Child: [thinks] Huh?

In this example NO model has been provided



Is it an effective recast?
Child: I maked my bed.

Adult: I am so happy to hear you 

made your bed. 

You reminded me that I haven’t made my bed yet.

I wonder if Tim made his bed as well?

Positive, interactive and impacting on the child’s listening 
effectively



Phonology



How phonology difficulties may present
• Difficulties saying sounds and words correctly

• Difficulties with reading and spelling



How it is supported at school
• Cued articulations

• Visual supports 

• Phonological awareness program 

• InitiatLit

• Support a reader program

• Reinforcement of speech Sound practice



Supporting phonology at home
• Where you can access additional speech pathology for 

speech sounds please do

• Recast errors

• Break longer words down and use body movements 
(stamping clapping) to emphasise the beats

• Share rhyming books and play around with sounds 
and words

• Play modified “I spy” using the initial sound rather 
than the letter name



Bring it together in Stories

(Discourse)



Discourse
• Saying more than a sentence includes:

– Recounting events

– Retelling stories

– Generating stories

– Providing descriptions

• Uses all the language elements



Discourse difficulties 
Children with speech and language difficulties may:

• Have difficulty organising ideas beyond a sentence

• Not have an internalised structure for different 
genre

• May not orientate the listener (reference)

• Have difficulty using more complex grammatical 
structures in extended writing

• Be reluctant writers



Character

Setting

Initiating Event

Internal Response

Attempt

Plan

Consequence

Resolution

Braidy Tools



The CHARACTER is the WHO is in the story. A  CHARACTER has, eyes, face and     
head.

The SETTING Is WHERE and WHEN the story happened. It is a star because we 
see stars in the sky (WHERE) at night (WHEN)

The INITIATING EVENT is like the KICK OFF in a soccer game. It is what gets the 
story started and changes the day from ordinary to different. It can be a 
problem
The INTERNAL RESPONSE is how the character FEELS about the initiating event

The PLAN is what the character PLANS to do to respond to the initiating event. 
The character has to STOP and think of a PLAN and DECIDE what action to take

The ATTEMPTS are the action the character takes according to the plan

The CONSEQUENCE is how things turn out after the character has followed the 
plan. It TIES UP the story

The RESOLUTION is how the character feels about the outcome and what the 
character might have learnt as a result



Supporting Discourse at School 



How can you support at home
Book Share!

• Start simple 

– Turn off distractions

– Try interactive book (e.g. lift the flap)

– Follow your child’s lead

– Don’t feel you must read it cover to cover

– Comment on what your child is interested in



How can you support at home
Moving on with books…
• Read books your child is interested in
• Comment using “I think…” “I wonder…” statements
• Think aloud about

– The story grammar
– The characters feeling
– Characters actions
– The cause of action
– The effect of an action

• Keep questions to a minimum 



When your child struggles to answer 
a question try:
 Focus attention         “Thomas, please look at me”
 Repeat request         “How is the mum feeling on this  

page?”
 Rephrase/clarify         “How does she feel?”
 Partial sentence completion   “she feels ss…”
 Forced choice       “Does the mum feel happy or sad?”
 Model the answer with the question  “How is she 

feeling? She is feeling sad.



For more ideas:
• https://education.unimelb.edu.au/3a?fbclid=IwAR38LcsGqgsQ

HM1mEVPzAgopQGTwnNxM0gQHEjd91VKwxEvDLNMftRw0yeE
#home

• https://www.speech-language-therapy.com/

For more Information
• https://radld.org/about/dld/

• https://salda.org.au/

https://education.unimelb.edu.au/3a?fbclid=IwAR38LcsGqgsQHM1mEVPzAgopQGTwnNxM0gQHEjd91VKwxEvDLNMftRw0yeE#home
https://radld.org/about/dld/
https://salda.org.au/


Cup Limits
• Everyone has a finite capacity 

(cup)

• Chn with language difficulties 
are prone to “cup” overflow

• Their cup may particularly 
overflow in the first few 
weeks

• They may be more:

– Anxious

– Fatigued

– Emotional 



Reducing “Cup” Overflow
• Set consistent routines

• Try not to plan too many activities 
after school until children adjust

• Plan downtime

• Comment rather than question about 
school







for your participation
We really appreciate the opportunity to share information with 

you.

We hope you find it useful when supporting your child at home.


